Priests cannot canvas
for polls: Archbishop
Filipe Neri Ferrao

“Don’t be oblivious to Constitutional
Privileges” Archbishop Dr. Bernard Moras

MARGAO: Archbishop Filipe Neri
Ferrao of Goa and Daman on Sunday frowned upon individual church
leaders openly canvassing for a party
or candidate for the assembly polls
scheduled for February 4.
Speaking exclusively to Times of
India, Ferrao said, “The Council for
Social Justice and Peace (CSJP) will
soon issue guidelines (to the faithful
on how to exercise their franchise
during the upcoming polls).”
On whether priests could openly canvass for a party or candidate of their
preference, Ferrao replied, “He cannot do so. If you are aware, please
inform me.” Ferrao clarified that the
Church guidelines on how to exercise your franchise during the polls
do not mention the names of any
party or candidate.

Prayer to St. Expedite for
solving a financial crisis

I call forth the Power and the presence of St. Expedite in my time of
financial trouble. I offer my body,
heart, mind and soul upon your altar of light. I have faith and trust and
complete confidence that you will
be my strength in this time of need.
Quickly come to my assistance.
(State Your Petition)______________
My financial need is urgent. Be my
Light and Guide in this situation so
that I may live with peace, love, prosperity and abundance and in the
Praise of God.
Amen. (Promise Publication)
—J, D'Lima
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Bengaluru,: Archbishop Dr. Bernard
Moras who heads a Catholic population of over 4 Million in the Southern
City of India inaugurated a Commission for Minorities, Jan 11th at 4.11pm
at Paalana Bhavan adjacent to the official Residence of the Archbishop.
Several Media Persons were present for reportage. The Prelate who
rendered a heart-rending speech to
the gathering that included superiors
from several religious houses and
volunteers from various Pious societies said “The poor and marginalized should have the first place in our
hearts”. Speaking about privileges
available to the minority and marginalized the Catholic Head who also leads
a combined delegation in Karnataka
said “Quite often we are not aware of
the privileges available to us”.
The Spiritual Head appealed to
volunteers to reach the benefits to
people in need and go the ‘extra mile’
in helping people who need guidance.
The Archbishop Dr. Bernard Moras
also informed the gathering that “The
Catholic Church as per established
statistics has contributed over 20 percent of the Nation’s growth in terms of
Education, Health Care and charities”
The Spiritual Leader also informed
the gathering “ The Church cares for
everybody in need and the Catholic
church does not discriminate against
anybody ”. In a jovial and kind gesture

the Archbishop invited superiors of a
convent to join in the celebrations
saying “women have contributed
much to society, they should not be
left out”.
The Commission Office Secretary
Fr. Arockisamy Aruldas told media
persons in a private interview “It is
not happy persons who are thankful
but thankful people who are happy”
reiterating the need to thank the
government for helping minorities.
He expressed deep gratitude to the
Archbishop for his concerted efforts
and plans for the Church in the State
of Karnataka.
Financial Administrator of the Archdiocese, Fr. Martin Kumar,Chancellor
Fr. AS Anthonyswamy, Advocate and
Member of the Christian Development council Mr. Bhaskaran, Estate
Manager John Roasrio were present
for the inauguration.
—Fr. Adolf Washington
Archbishops House
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Talent in Mumbai’s
Weddings & Funerals
by Don Aguiar
If you live in Mumbai then you have something to look forward to. Forget about the get
together and normal functions, you are about to get an insight on the rich and famous weddings and funerals – a gigantic leap into commercialization of the system.
It is not a question of sitting silently; it is not a question of chanting a mantra. It is a question
of understanding the subtle workings of the mind. As you understand those workings of
the mind a great awareness arises in you, which is not of the mind. That awareness arises
in your being, in your soul, in your consciousness
I have attended weddings of friends, colleagues or their families I know. I have also been
to funerals to grieve with people I know or knew. But there is a completely different world
out there. A world that is far more egalitarian that does not breed familiarity but just recognizes commercial interventions. A world which invoices your emotions and pays for your
presence.
So in today’s demonetized India we are still able to monetize presence at weddings and
funerals and there are dolts who specialize in this: mostly from Bollywood which includes
actors, past and present; those who may have acquired early fame but are cast always and
these are the people who attend weddings and funerals for money: yes if believing that is
even possible. So if you are a current star, you can charge Rs 1 crore per wedding; if your
last film was in the 1980s you could, if the host has a decent memory get about Rs 2 lakhs
and if you are eminently forgettable then just a business class air ticket and stay at some
crappy five-star hotel will suffice.
So upon greater investigation this is what I have learnt. There are event management
companies that actually manage talent: yes this is what these shameless freeloaders are
called. They are the ones who are ferried from wedding to wedding or from funeral to funeral. These event management companies will then brief them as to which side they are
from: so a program will be handed out to them so that they don’t confuse the bride with
the groom’s mother. Or for that matter the groom with the local state Chief Minister which
is understandable given how intellectually innocent some of this ‘talent is.
So depending on which side you are from, you will either be a baraati or from the girl’s side
and they will then naturally offer you color coded turbans and / or color coded couture. So
once you arrive at the venue, you will be taken right to the middle at the peril of the blokes
getting married because as one remembers at any Indian wedding the presence of the
groom and the bride is either incidental or hazardous. Once this talent has surfaced in the
(Contd.. on p. 4)
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(Contd.. from p. 3)
middle of the party, they will then be introduced as ‘family friends’ who ‘we’ve known
for ages’ and ‘much before he became such
a famous star’. This is the opening act for the
evening. The talent will then proceed to get
inebriated since how much small talk can
you indulge in with someone from Pune who
trades in automobiles?
Once inebriated this ‘talent’ is then encouraged to dance with the family and other sundry animals and one must respect the fact,
that the talent does it with aplomb since this
is the only acting role they get nowadays:
once you’ve done the token dance and been
photographed by everyone and hounded for
selfies with some of the ugliest people on the
planet, you can safely depart, until of course
the next wedding.
Everyone is happy. The out-of work celebrity
finally gets to do a job; the star-struck automobile contractor gets to shake his booty
with an aging gorgon and all your relatives
think you have deep-rooted contacts in Bollywood.
Funerals are more expensive. The ‘talent’
gets to charge more. Because it’s much
longer and more arduous and mostly nonair conditioned. Also, there is more physical
work. If the chap you’ve been hired by is a
masochist, he may insist that you also lend
your shoulder to the carrying of the body. In
addition to this burdensome weight you may
also have to cry and it’s here where you are
trapped because it won’t be fine form to whip
out some glycerin from a bottle which says
hand sanitizer: this is where the ‘talent’ has
to fall back on years of experience of crying
in some godforsaken films and one has to
hand it to them: they do a great job.
I have seen some of them actually invoke
their method-acting skills and also wail loudly with the right pitch which is difficult to do
when you are inhaling flesh and sandalwood
smoke blended into a fine fragrance. Also,
funerals tend to be more energy-sapping but
then many have a package deal: the simplest package is the funeral; the more complex one is the ‘three for-one’: simply put this
includes the funeral; the prayer ceremony
and a home visit so that the building blokes
know how close you are to this lot who’ve
lost someone.
So the next time you see ‘talent’, please
be kind. It’s a tough life and a hard job and
someone’s got to do it.
$$$
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Annual feast of
St. Bonaventure

Over six lakh people from all over
Mumbai and its suburbs embarked on
a pilgrimage to celebrate the annual
feast of St Bonaventure at the historic
Portuguese church at Erangal beach,
Madh Island in Malad on January 8,
2017. The church is located at a picturesque spot along the seashore. The
feast of St Bonaventure is celebrated
on the second Sunday in January every year. The St Bonaventure Church
is in the ruins of an old Portuguese
fort. Currently there are very few East
Indian Catholic families residing near
this church. East Indians speak Marathi, which is a blend of pure Marathi
and Portuguese. The modern generation has started speaking English too.
Every year thousands of pilgrims arrive to pray at the historic church during this annual event. They then make
their way to the local fair where scores
of people sell local produce and other
goodies like specialty foods, musical
instruments and music CDs.
—Jubel D’Cruz, Mumbai

Thanksgiving

Demonetisation is a major assault
on poor. PM Narendra Modi and his
advisers didn’t think of the consequences of note ban, universal basic income could benefit the poor
— Economist Pranab Bardhan
The e-commerce war
The problem for Flipkart is that
Amazon has the resources and
bandwidth to absorb its higher loss.
The Seattle-based e-commerce giant has amassed a $5 billion war
chest for the Indian e-commerce
market and more than half of that
is yet to be deployed. Flipkart, on
the other hand, has not been able
to raise fresh capital for over a year.
To worsen matters, its valuation, a
reported $15 billion the last time it
raised capital, has been repeatedly
marked down by a bunch of global mutual funds that own minority
stakes in the company.
The First Task of Chandra
The Tata group that Chandrasekaran takes over is under threat—the
shadow of Cyrus Mistry will be long
and lingering, relationship with Tata
Trusts is a challenge
Chandra’s first task will be to assuage shareholders and employees
made jumpy by Ratan Tata’s October move to oust Mistry. The sacked
chairman, who had just spent four
years in the top job, also happened
to be the second-biggest owner of
the enterprise: Mistry’s family controls more than 18% of the unlisted
holding company.

Jack of All Stall
Reliable House for
Religious Goods

Thanks To:
Mother Mary,
Infant Jesus, St. Jude,
St. Gabriel,
For the Favours Received
—M.D.S

Gloria Church Bldg.,
263, Dr. Ambedkar Rd.,
Byculla, Mumbai - 400027
Tel.: 23725963, 23749358
Estd: 1951

Prop. B. D'Souza
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Personality Issue,
Excellent
Congratulations to you and all
those behind the “Secular Citizen” on
completion of 25 years of dedicated
service to Society.
I was particularly pleased to receive
a copy of the first Issue of 2017 with
Albert W. D’Souza featured as Secular Citizen’s ‘Personality of the Year’.
He has rightly earned that distinction
having come up in life, from an agrarian background by dint of hard work,
perseverance and reaching for the
sky. Truly, he has set an example for
our youth to emulate.
I have read and heard so much of
Albert D’Souza especially in the field
of academics in which his contribution
is noteworthy because he has made
education so accessible, instead of
making it a lucrative business source
as many tend to today.
I would have like to convey my
sentiments to him personally, but
unfortunately i do not have his emailing address. If you could provide the
same I would like to keep in touch
with this inspirational gentleman. Till
then, may I request you to forward my
good wishes to him.
Once again, thank you for devoting
this whole Issue to him through which
I have got to know him better and also
his contribution to society generally.
—Irwin Almeidaa

Modi's
Digital Difficulty
Like many others, I too decided to
be a part of Modi’s Digital India drive
and tried to open an account for my
part-time domestic help so that I could
pay her online. Armed with a photocopy of her voter ID and two passport-
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sized photographs, I took her to a bank
and was told by the branch manager
that to open an account, she needs to
have a PAN number. And in order to
obtain a PAN card, one needs to show
documents supporting proof of birth
which the woman does not possess.
At this point, I just gave up.
— Jubel D'Cruz,

Organ Donation
During, and in the aftermath of the
Year of Mercy, in many places, the
Catholic Church seems to be taking
the lead in encouraging people to donate organs of their bodies to give life
to others, and even to donate their entire body, after death, for medical research. This issue raises several disturbing questions about some of our
basic beliefs in matters of the Christian Faith and Morality. It is true that
the various organs of the body have
been given to us for our use and may,
therefore, belong to us. We could thus
assume, that it is a service to God to
donate them, if we are sure that they
will be used to give life to others.
However, our faith teaches us that our
body, as a whole, does not belong to
us, but to God alone, and that therefore, we have no right to donate our
entire body after death, even for medical research. Besides, if we claim the
right to donate our bodies, the purely
mechanistic view of the human body,
held by rationalists and atheists, is
bound to spread in the Church also.
As a result, the human body will soon
come to be regarded as a mere machine, which can be bought and sold,
its parts removed, and then disposed
of as we please. The more such a
view spreads, the greater would be
the incentive to propose ‘euthanasia’
in cases of terminal illnesses of persons who have donated their body,
since the whole body would then be

more quickly available for research.
Such an attitude contradicts the Biblical view, expressed by St. Paul in
the words, “Do you not know that
your body is the temple of the Holy
Spirit within you, which you have from
God? You are not your own; you were
bought with a price. So glorify God in
your body.” (1 Cor 6,19-20). In fact,
the whole New Testament emphasizes belief in the resurrection of the
body, in order to counter the Greek
view that the body is evil and must be
cast away.
The body is, undoubtedly, the visible expression of the soul or person
(O.T. Hebrew holistic view), and, even
after death, represents the person.
Hence, it must be accorded all the reverence due to the person. The Church
has always stood for this self-evident
truth held by all believers, especially
in the way in which the funeral service
is conducted and the body disposed
of. This is very much in keeping with
its teaching about the dignity of the
human person, upon which all its
laws and morality are based. Keeping this fundamental belief in mind,
the Vatican has recently issued an
instruction which says, “In order that
every appearance of pantheism, naturalism or nihilism be avoided, it is not
permitted to scatter the ashes of the
faithful departed………nor may they
be preserved in mementos, pieces of
jewellery or other objects.” In view of
this instruction, after medical research
has been completed on a body, how
will all that remains be disposed of?
Will it be treated just like any other organic waste? We could also speculate
whether, if given the choice of donating their body organs, Our Lord and
Our Lady would even think of donating their bodies for medical research.
The very thought is repugnant to us,
though we could more easily accept
their willingness to donate organs of
their bodies to save lives.
Another question one has to consider is whether, in today’s world of
highly advanced technology, so many
human bodies are really required for
research. Technology has made it
possible to simulate almost every
organ, function and molecule of the
(Contd.. on p. 6)
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(Contd.. from p. 5)
body on computers. Also, research
work done earlier could be videotaped
for the benefit of others. Therefore,
why would so many entire cadavers
be required? It is possible that there
could be pressure on researchers to
publish papers in learned journals,
in order to further their own careers,
make a name for themselves or to
serve commercial interests. As a result of technological progress, even
vivisection of animals for research is
being discouraged in many countries,
so as to minimize cruelty to these
poor creatures. We, in India, must
remember that Mahatma Gandhi always vehemently opposed vivisection
of animals for scientific research. In
a materialistic world in which everything is commercialized, the need for
more and more bodies and organs
of human beings, as well as those of
animals, is often artificially-created to
promote vested interests. We would
do well to remember that genuine research findings in Biochemistry and
Biotechnology, in particular, which
threaten their interests, are often ruthlessly discredited and suppressed by
these powerful interests. People who
do not know much about scientific
research and commercialization, can
be easily misled by apparently sugary assurances of seeking to serve
humanity with donated body organs
and entire bodies. This is why Jesus
cautioned his disciples saying, “I am
sending you out like sheep in the
midst of wolves. So be wise as serpents and simple as doves.”
—Joseph M. Dias,S.J.
Andheri (E), Mumbai

MICHELLE RODRIGUES

bridals

For your special day,
you deserve
personalized attention.
Get yourself a
WEDDING GOWN
designed and made
just for YOU.
Made-to-order
wedding dresses to
suit your theme, your
taste and your budget.
michellerodrigues co
michellerodrigues@gmail.com

7710990757
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Demonitisation

We've spilt a lot of ink covering the
most disruptive economic event of
2016 and the various possible outcomes of the whole demonetisation
drive...

But two central questions
keep recurring:

Does cash really support the existence of a parallel economy?
How much cash is really needed in
an economy?
Let's address the first question first.
Take the example of Japan - where
more than 80% of all transactions are
in cash, yet there is almost no parallel
economy. This perhaps is because
of their tax system, which taxes most
working individuals at pretty low
rates! (Note that rates are high, but
post the deductions, in comparison
with similar wages in India, they are
effectively low.)
Clearly, cash does not necessarily
cause a parallel economy. Cash is
merely a means by which a parallel
economy may come into existence,
but blaming cash-based transactions
for the existence of a parallel economy is wrongheaded.
This leads to our second question:
How much cash really is necessary
for an economy?
The cash to GDP ratio in the US is
around 8%. In India, it's around 12%.
Now, you might be tempted to argue
that the US has an infrastructure that

better supports a digital economy. But
note that around 40% of transactions
in the US are in cash. Furthermore,
the US dollar is the world's base currency, meaning it is more widespread
in terms of both location and users.
Perhaps this indicates that cash levels in the Indian economy had exceeded the right balance, and thus
cash was serving purposes other
than legitimate buy and sell transactions. Even so, is this enough to justify the unleashing of the demon of
demonetisation?
We don't quite know.
What we do know is the demonetisation drive has given impetus to a digital economy. And the government is
leaving no stone unturned to promote
cashless transactions.
But let us remind you, a large part of
the Indian population is still outside
the banking system. SBI chief Arundhati Bhattacharya too raised various
concerns on this front recently. The
disparity in the country is wide, and
the gap between the accessibility to
services and delivery of them won't
be easily filled.
Taking all these aspects into account,
would it not make more sense for the
government to align its vision of curtailing black money with a better tax
structure and further reforms, rather
than a cashless society?
—Equity Expert
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Protect Migrant Children

O

n January 9th 2017, in an Syria to Myanmar; from Congo to Coaddress to the members of lombia; from Afghanistan to Sudan –
the Diplomatic Corps from the plight of migrant children labour181 countries accredited to ing long hours in sweatshops; toiling
the Holy See, Pope Francis said, “chil- in fields; begging on streets; or just
dren and young people are the future; left to the vagaries of hostile environit is for them that we work and build. ments could make the coldest hearts
They cannot be selfishly overlooked thaw. The dead body of Aylan Kurdi,
or forgotten …I consider
the three-year old Syrian
it a priority to protect chilchild, which was washed
dren, whose innocence is
up on a beach in Turkey
often violated by exploitaearly in September 2015,
tion, clandestine and slave
will forever be etched in
labour, prostitution or the
the memory and conabuse of adults, criminals
science of anyone who
and dealers in death.”
cares.
and further, “I think of the by fr. cedric Prakash
young people affected
sj The UN Refugee Agency
by the brutal conflict in
(UNHCR) states that,
Syria, deprived of the joys
“Over half of the world’s
of childhood and youth, such as the refugees are children. Many will
ability to play games and to attend spend their entire childhoods away
school”. His message was loud and from home, sometimes separated
clear, a necessary step for security from their families. They may have
and peace everywhere, is to invest in witnessed or experienced violent acts
children and particularly those who and, in exile, are at risk of abuse, neare directly affected by the numerous glect, violence, exploitation, trafficking
wars and conflicts of our time.
or military recruitment”. Pope Francis
reiterates this situation in his message
Pope Francis has been consistent in also emphasizing that these children
his focus on the painful reality of mi- are deprived “of rights intrinsic to
grant children. On January 15th 2017, childhood as sanctioned by the Interthe Catholic Church will once again national Convention on the Rights of
observe the ‘World Day of Migrants the Child”.
and Refugees’ and in a hard-hitting
message for the day on ‘Child Mi- Pope Francis calls upon the Christian
grants, the Vulnerable and the Voice- community and the world at large to
less’ Pope Francis writes, “I feel com- respond to the reality of the migrant
pelled to draw attention to the reality children by working towards protecof child migrants, especially the ones tion, integration and long-term soluwho are alone. In doing so I ask ev- tions.
eryone to take care of the young, who
in a threefold way are defenceless:
they are children, they are foreigners, and they have no means to
protect themselves. I ask everyone
to help those who, for various reasons, are forced to live far from their
homeland and are separated from
their families”.
There are today innumerable stories on the suffering of children
who are in the midst of war or are
fleeing war and persecution. From
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He highlights the importance to adopt
“every possible measure to guarantee
the protection and safety of child migrants, because these boys and girls
often end up on the street abandoned
to themselves and prey to unscrupulous exploiters who often transform them into the object of physical,
moral and sexual violence.” He does
not mince words when he says, “if
more rigorous and effective action
is not taken against those who profit
from such abuse, we will not be able
to stop the multiple forms of slavery
where children are the victims”.
The integration of migrant children is
also essential; to have adequate policies and also the necessary financial
resources to ensure for their assistance and inclusion. All are aware of
how several ‘host countries’ create
all possible obstacles to deny refugee children with appropriate formal
education, healthcare and even with
much –needed recreational facilities.
Finally, Pope Francis makes “a heartfelt appeal that long-term solutions be
sought and adopted. Since this is a
complex phenomenon, the question
of child migrants must be tackled at its
source. Wars, human rights violations,
corruption, poverty, environmental imbalance and disasters, are all causes
of this problem… far-sighted perspectives are called for, capable of offering adequate programmes for areas
struck by the worst injustice and instability, in order that access to authentic
development can be guaranteed for
all. This development should promote
the good of boys and girls, who are
humanity’s hope”.
A visionary but strong challenge indeed! The moot point, as we observe the World Day of Migrants
and Refugees, is to ask ourselves
and those in power, whether
enough is being done for the
voiceless, vulnerable and invisible
child migrant of today? And if not,
to get involved in more concerted
action now!
* (Fr Cedric Prakash sj is a human rights
activist. He is currently based in Lebanon, engaged with the Jesuit Refugee
Service(JRS) in the Middle East on advocacy and communications.
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Off The Mark

his title could mean two
things (double entendre).
Firstly, as in a race, it could
mean that one was off the
mark in a flash, as the starter called
out, “On your marks, get set, go”.
Secondly it could mean that one had
gone off track or missed the mark.
I mean both things – taking off and
missing the mark; double entendre.

books. So what has attracted me to
this other Mark, and occasioned this
piece? It is a statement he made recently at Christmas time. In his holiday message he wished people a
“Merry Christmas and Happy Hanukkah”. Somebody responded to his
greeting by asking him if he had now
become “religious”, as he had earlier
called himself an atheist?

Two Marks come to mind, Rebecca
He reportedly replied, “No, I was
Mark, and Mark Zuckerberg. The first
raised Jewish, and then I went through
Mark was the stunning
a period where I questioned
blonde CEO of the Enron
things, but now I believe that
power project in Dabhol,
religion is very important”. It
Maharashtra. Every time
is this statement that got me
she crossed her shapely
thinking, and not the other
legs she had the MahaMark’s assets.
rashtra State Electricity Board officials droolAnother juicy bit of informaing. Writing in the Times
tion came from the Pews
of India for Valentine’s
Research Centre in America.
Day in 2002 columnist by chhotebhai * In 2014 those professing to
S.S.A. Aiyar had this to
be atheist, agnostic or relisay, that she was “remembered not
giously unaffiliated rose to 22.8% of
for her business acumen, but her
the population, from 16.1% seven
looks, clothes and legs. Many Indiyears earlier. The figures from India
ans dreamed of being her Valentine.
are a study in contrast. Unfortunately,
Gossip columnists claimed she won
the Govt of India has not, till date,
the Dabhol contract because of her
released the religion wise figures of
sex appeal”! Unfortunately, that was
the 2011 Census. I fail to understand
not enough to get the project off the
what the previous UPA Govt and the
mark (first meaning) and it ended
present NDA Govt are trying to hide
up being way off the mark (second
from the public. I must therefore fall
meaning).
back on the figures of the previous
Census conducted in 2001. It has a
She has much in common with the
other Mark – Zuckerberg. Both are or
were CEOs, both are/were fabulously
rich and both went to Harvard. There
the similarity ends. Zuckerberg is 30
The Secular Citizen
years younger than Rebecca. He is
of course the CEO of Facebook (FB).
The Examiner
Despite a net worth of 50 billion US
DIVO Konkani Weekly
dollars he draws a salary of just one
dollar. He has pledged 99% of his
RAKNNO
wealth to charity through the Chan
and other community
Zuckerberg Foundation, named afpublications
ter him and his Chinese doctor wife,
Priscilla Chan.

For placing Ads. in

I am not on FB, as I prefer to meet
people face to face, and read or write
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... I still believe that the
Catholic Church, despite
its many shortcomings,
is the best of organised
religion. But I also have a
growing distaste and disappointment with the way
the Catholic Church has
withdrawn into a comfort
zone of institutions and
worldly splendour ...
provision for “religion not stated”.,
which may not necessarily be the
same as those claiming to be atheist or unaffiliated. Nevertheless it is
something to go by. In a population
of 1,028,610,328 the number of such
persons was 727,588, or just 7 in
10,000. Their Decadal Growth Rate
from 1991 was 75%, as against 23%
for the entire population. So we may
conclude that such persons grew at
more than three times the average
growth. It is till a far cry from the figures in the USA.
That being as it may, why is it that an
increasing number in the West are
professing to be atheist or agnostic,
as distinct from the “religiously unaffiliated”, that would admit a belief
in God but not in any particular religion? I see two reasons for this trend.
The first is the declining dependence
on Providence. Earlier, if there was no
rain a farmer would storm the heavens. Now he simply switches on his
tubewell, and gets all the water he
needs. So too for the answers to life.
One earlier turned to God; now one
turns on Google! Has God then become infructuous or redundant?
When the West was inundated with
the hippie culture and the unending Vietnam War, the iconic Time
magazine published a cover story on
8/4/66 “Is God Dead?” My answer of
course is that God is alive and has
withstood the test of time (pun intended), though Time’s sister publication “Life” is now dead!
It is in this context that Mark Zuckerberg’s profession of faith, if I may
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term it that, assumes significance. He
is filthy rich and super intelligent. After searching for answers he has apparently found something that makes
him publicly admit that “religion is
important”. I would therefore deduce
that he is now a theist, who believes
in God, regardless of what religion he
professes.
The second reason for people turning away from religion, especially the
organised or institutionalised variety,
is their disgust and dismay at the hypocrisy of so-called religious leaders.
Jesus himself called them hypocrites,
likening them to whitened sepulchres
(cf Mat 23:27); people who were a
stumbling block themselves, and
blocked the path for others too (cf
Mat 23:13). Jesus did not condemn
the drunkards and prostitutes. But he
reserved his harshest criticism for the
hypocritical religious leaders of his
time (cf Mat chapters 6 & 23).
In my 65 years of life I too have been
through stages of blind faith, rationalised religion, and now an emphasis
on spirituality rather than religion.
Yes, I use the breviary and rosary and
believe in the Eucharistic Sacrifice;
but I give novenas, adorations and
Corpus Christi processions a very
wide margin.
I believe in the teachings of Sacred
Scripture and the prophetic vision of
the Second Vatican Council. I still believe that the Catholic Church, despite
its many shortcomings, is the best of
organised religion. But I also have a
growing distaste and disappointment
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with the way the Catholic Church has
withdrawn into a comfort zone of institutions and worldly splendour. So I
am not surprised that many who may
not have had the opportunities that I
had, to associate with wise and holy
persons, have chosen to call themselves atheists etc. I also feel that I
have no right to impose my religious
beliefs on my adult children. They
need to search and find their own answers.
As a social and civic activist I interact with a wide cross section of society. This includes Hindu, Muslim,
Buddhist, Parsi leaders (both lay and
cleric), Christians from other churches, and even Marxists at the other
end of the spectrum. It is impossible
to judge who is a better human being
or closer to God. I have seen some
avowedly atheists who have shown
greater love and concern for the poor
and needy than so-called “religious”
leaders.
But I also suspect that Indian Marxists are not really atheists. I have noticed that most of their leaders are
Brahman. Perhaps this is one of the
reasons that they could never establish a pan-India footprint. I also find
that religion and caste are so deeprooted in India that they have not left
even the Marxists unscathed. I may
in passing add that Marx is an anglicisation of the original German name
– Ma rks!
I would end this piece with a teenage
experience. I had just come out of
the swimming pool in the Cawnpore
Club (it has retained its anglicised
name) and was in the men’s dressing
room. Near me were two burly young
Parsi men resplendent in their manhood. One said to the other, “I don’t
believe in God”, to which the other
retorted, “I don’t believe what you
are saying”! This “locker room talk”
has remained firmly etched in my
memory for fifty years. Many people
may externally express to be atheist.
It could be fashionable or politically
correct to say so. But deep down in
their hearts there could be that spark
of the divine that they may not con-

sciously profess.
My dear wife invariably falls asleep
in church, especially during boring
sermons. She has the gift of wisdom.
She says, “So what if I fall asleep? If I
am sitting in the sun and I fall asleep
I am still receiving the sun’s rays”.
I bow before my wiser half. It lends
credence to my credo that even if
there is a breed that has no creed,
but does good deeds, then God is
not dead to them. That is why, concurring with my wife’s innate wisdom,
Vatican II, in the “Dogmatic Constitution of the Church” unequivocally
states, “Nor does Divine Providence
deny the help necessary for salvation to those who, without blame on
their part, have not yet arrived at an
explicit knowledge of God, but who
strive to live a good life, thanks to his
grace” (LG 16).
So as we begin a new year I see hope
in what Mark Z said. I don’t know
if his legs are as shapely as that of
his namesake, but he does seem to
have his head in the right place, as he
shapes the future of another generation. Truly he is off the mark (the first
meaning). With faith in God and hope
in humankind let us also do likewise.
* The writer is a former National President of
the All India Catholic Union
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‘Obscene’: 8 men own half the
world’s wealth, says Oxfam
DAVOS: Just eight individuals, all men,
own as much wealth as the poorest
half of the world’s population, Oxfam
said on Monday in a report calling for
action to curtail rewards for those at
the top.
As decision makers and many of
the super-rich gather for this week’s
World Economic Forum (WEF) annual
meeting in Davos, the charity’s report
suggests the wealth gap is wider than
ever, with new data for China and India indicating that the poorest half of
the world owns less than previously
estimated.
Oxfam, which described the gap as
“obscene”, said if the new data had
been available before, it would have
shown that in 2016 nine people owned
the same as the 3.6 billion who make
up the poorest half of humanity, rather
than 62 estimated at the time.
In 2010, by comparison, it took the
combined assets of the 43 richest
people to equal the wealth of the
poorest 50 percent, according to the
latest calculations.
Inequality has moved up the agenda
in recent years, with the head of the
International Monetary Fund and the
Pope among those warning of its corrosive effects, while resentment of

Bill Gates

Jeff Bezos

Amancio Ortega

Warren Buffett

Carlos Slim

Mark Zuckerberg

Larry Ellison

Michael Bloomberg

elites has helped fuel an upsurge in
populist politics.
Concern about the issue was highlighted again in the WEF’s own global
risks report last week.
“We see a lot of hand-wringing – and
clearly Trump’s victory and Brexit
gives that new impetus this year – but
there is a lack of concrete alternatives
to business as usual,” said Max Lawson, Oxfam’s head of policy.
“There are different ways of running
capitalism that could be much, much
more beneficial to the majority of people.”
SUPER-CHARGED CAPITALISM
Oxfam called in its report for a crackdown on tax dodging and a shift away
from “super-charged” shareholder
capitalism that pays out disproportionately to the rich.
While many workers struggle with
stagnating incomes, the wealth of the
super-rich has increased by an average of 11 percent a year since 2009.
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Bill Gates, the world’s richest man who
is a regular at Davos, has seen his fortune rise by 50 percent or $25 billion
since announcing plans to leave Microsoft in 2006, despite his efforts to
give much of it away.
While Gates exemplifies how outsized
wealth can be recycled to help the
poor, Oxfam believes such “big philanthropy” does not address the fundamental problem.
“If billionaires choose to give their
money away then that is a good thing.
But inequality matters and you cannot
have a system where billionaires are
systematically paying lower rates of
tax than their secretary or cleaner,”
Lawson said.
Oxfam bases its calculations on data
from Swiss bank Credit Suisse and
Forbes. The eight individuals named
in the report are Gates, Inditex founder Amancio Ortega, veteran investor
Warren Buffett, Mexico’s Carlos Slim,
Amazon boss Jeff Bezos, Facebook’s
Mark Zuckerberg, Oracle’s Larry Ellison and former New York City mayor
Michael Bloomberg.
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Fun & Frolic at Emmanuel Community,
Bhoomi Park, Annual Fest Mass

Topics for
Businessmen
for growth and
to take right
decisions
at the time of
crises
l How to Grow Business
l Art of Creating Wealth

With Cheer, laughter and joyous feelings “ Emmanulites” – the unit of St.
Anthony’s Church , Malwani, a vibrant
parish where there is lot of belonging, gathered to celebrate their Annual Feast Mass. The occasion was
filled with spirit of a new beginning
and to ring out the New Year 2017.
Solemn Mass was celebrated by Rev
Fr Henry D'Souza. The very presence
of the Sisters of Sacred Heart made
the entire hall blessed.
The glorified Singing by the choir,
bible reading by the youth & every
detail of the Holy Mass filled the gathering with the presence of the Holy
Spirit. The action song by little kids
brought smiles and applause.
The evening brought in the good
wishes of birthday and golden wedding anniversary and 38 years of
wedding anniversary of our Coordinator Mr. William Menezes.

l Wealth Management
l How to write a Business Plan
l Customer Service Course
l The Secrets of Motivating Your

Singing, foot tapping music and
dancing floored the people.
The sumptuous delicacies on the
dining table ended the wonderful
evening of the Annual Feast.
A big thank you to the coordinators Mr William Menezes & Mrs Savie
Minz with their team of animators for
the well planned executed evening.
Many blessings to all who have
been instrumental in making this day
memorable.

Thanksgiving

Staff
l Negotiation Skills
l How to Maintain Quality
Standard
l Building a Sustainable
Business
l How to Handle Conflicts &
Disputes
l Getting Out of Debt
l How to Handle Business
Disputes
l How to Find Investors
l Business Coaching

www.limrt.com
The Secular Citizen
99, Perin Nariman Street, 1st
Floor, Fort, Mumbai 400001
Cel.: 9820485389
Land line: 022-22693578
Email: info@limrt.com
secular@sezariworld.com

For more topics
visit the website:
Thanks to St. Anthony, St. Jude, Holy Spirit , Our Lady of Perpetual Succor, Sacred
Heart and Infant Jesus for favours received. Please continue to bless us.
—A D'Sa & Fly, Mumbai
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Mumbai marks
longest-serving bishop's centenary
sonality,
remarkable for
brilliant ideas
and born with
a sense of
humour.
He
stands on the
threshold of his
birth centenary
celebrations.
As a refuge to
everyone
in
distress and
sorrow, Thirumeni’s special
concern for the
socially
and
economically
backward
is
noteworthy.”

MUMBAI: The Malankara Mar Thoma
Syrian Church is hosting the Centenary of its most senior Bishop, Dr. Philipose Mar Chrysostom Mar Thoma
Valiya Metropolitan on January 14,
2017 at the CIDCO Exhibition Centre,
Vashi, Navi Mumbai. State Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis and Rajya
Sabha deputy speaker PJ Kurian will
also be present on the occasion.
Dr. Philipose who will complete 100
years on April 27, 2017 has been a
bishop for over 63 of those, which
makes him the longest-serving bishop in India. Dr. Geevarghese Mar
Theodosius of Mumbai Diocesan
says, “This is a great moment for everyone as Dr. Philipose Mar Chrysostom will complete 100 years. This is a
long cherished moment as he is the
longest-serving bishop in India and
the first bishop to reach the age of
100 across the world.”
The centenary function of Dr Philipose will see over 3,000 delegates
from Maharashtra, Goa and Gujarat
attending the grand function to be
held on January 14 in Vashi. He was
born on April 27, 1917 and began his
life journey as Philip Oommen as son
of KE Oommen and Mrs Sosamma.

Thanksgiving

Dr. Geevarghese said, “Dr Philipose
Mar Chrysostom Mar Thoma Valiya
Metropolitan is an outstanding per-

Thanksgiving
Thanks to St. Francis Xavier for the
favours granted.
Praying for more
favours.
— Mrs. Maria S. Pereira,
Bandra

Thanksgiving

Thanks to
Sacred Heart of Jesus
for the favours granted
—Ms. B. Menezes, Mangalore
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Thanks to Fr. Agnel for the
favours granted
— G. Nunes, Pune

He added that
Dr Philipose
is
endowed
with an extraordinary and indescribable talent to mingle with the youth,
to enter into a dialogue with them,
imbibing modern views and pulses.
His presence is sought not only in
Church gatherings, but also at various religious and cultural organizations, which demand his advice and
blessings, DNA reported.
Dr Geevarghese said, “The Mumbai
Diocese Mar Thoma community has
significant milestones marking its
path of leadership and initiative. In
this part of Western India, especially
in the states of Maharashtra, Gujarat and Goa, comprising more than
6,000 members, play a pivotal role in
the development of social, educational, political preview at national and local levels of the community.” Under
Dr. Geevarghese Mar guidance, several new projects are undertaken for
uplifting of rag pickers, commercial
sex workers, transgender, tribals, intellectually challenged children, and
various integrated programs.
—maters india
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Sr. Christobel Fonseca of Mother
Teresa's Roses is no more
Sr. Christobel Fonseca of Mother Teresa's Roses, breathed her last and went
up to God on 12th January 2017 at 3.15pm at Shanti Avedna Sadan, Bandra
after facing a long battle with cancer. Her funeral service held at St. Peter's
Chruch, Bandra on Friday the 13th January 2017 at 9.30 a.m. and the Creamation of body at Shivaji Park on the same day.
Mother Teresa's Roses works with the most vulnerable in Mumbai and Goa.
The little group of sisters, under the leadership of Sr Christobel, has had huge
success, largely due to the hard work of the dedicated team of volunteers who
go out onto the streets ever day, cleaning and healing the sick and the dying.
Sister Christobel was miraculously healed herself by Mother Teresa when she
was dying of cancer. She brings a particular passion and personal touch to
her work, and has the ability to enthuse the sisters and
volunteers with a deep compassion for those under their
care.
Volunteers placed with Sr Christobel cannot fail to gain a
new outlook on life from this truly inspiring nun, and you
will surely find joy in the humble work of bringing a little
comfort to those sufferingon the streets of Mumbai. In
Goa, Sr Christobel has two orphanages and, here again,
we give you the chance to bring joy to the lives of people
who need it so much. The children love to play and study
with new people, especially if they bring stories, songs and
games from abroad. Just seeing the smiles on their faces
makes all your hard work worth it.
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Godparents are Guardians
for the Faith

T

he concept of godparents at
a christening is oftentimes
confused, and frequently
taken for granted. The faithful should be properly focused on
this subject, and truly concerned
for a candid understanding of its
spiritual and mundane attributes.
The priest at the baptism fount, in the
presence of the child’s parents, asks
the catechumen or godparent, “What
do you ask of God’s Church?” The
response is “Faith”. (CCC.
1253/168).

In the midst of this perplexity, I
launched a think–tank with an agenda to prepare a small footage on the
quest for a good godparent. When I
use the word “good” I mean a bag of
positive traits such as: a stable and
secured person, Roman Catholic, still
young, a sincere believer, educated,
with a long – term trust in the work he
does and with a spark of humanity.
Does this make you feel uncomfortessential for a godparent. Let us bear able?
in mind that only a Catholic can be a Don’t be floored by the flash-thought
godparent and not a Protestant. An of, it’s not possible to find such a man
Orthodox or Protestant can be a wit- or couple; with God nothing is imposness to a baptism.
sible. A true media person, a teacher
Holy Mother the Church has confirmed evident principles of her efficacious apostolate for all humankind to
enjoy and have peace of mind. Godparents are chosen as “back-up”, and
rightly so.

As guardians it is their duty and obligation to inculcate the
Catholic faith, protect and
care for their godchild. We
God gives the baptized
live in a brutal world, and
child His grace. Baptism is
to take on the role of goda sacrament of faith, which,
parents at times of crises
a good Catholic godparis indeed demanding and
ent must be aware of, as
also, rewarding. In such
faith forms a community of
believers. Couples have a By Melvyn Brown cases the mercy and love
of godparents are always
moral duty when they take
gratifying, heart-warming
on the responsible cloak to be godand
ambiguous.
The Code of Canon
parents: to help the orphaned child
Law
(No.
873)
states
that one spongrow in the Christian faith. The Code
sor
can
serve
the
purpose,
male or feof Canon Law (No. 872) reflects their
male,
their
maybe
in
most
cases two
role.
sponsors or godparents.
At this point of reflection we must realize the honest nature of godparents At least as important as a godparent
as documented in the apostolate of is the youngster, who receives the asthe Church; is to reveal the effective surance of security and stability, love
functioning of their duties only when and comfort he might have lost in a
the child’s parents are unable to as- family tragedy. The rescued child resist in the growth of body, mind and ignites the Catholic faith by humane
faith of their progeny. The need to closeness to grandparents – not as an
have a good practicing Catholic is adopted child, but, a godchild.
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Parents, focused on the baptism of
their offspring are not always mindful
of choosing the right kind of godparents. We are all aware of Planned Parenthood – and the long hours spent
at the marriage preparation courses.
From an investigation I fail to come
upon any course on “Planned Godparents”

or a priest will agree. To be a godparent is to take on a demanding role.
The moment has been captured in
your mind. Keep it there and work on
the possibilities. Don’t make this project a debate. Innovation can be personal and it will be the key for your
peace of mind. After all, it is a big
deal – it is your child – the one you
love. And for love and the babe’s future, you can do it. Say this to yourself, and believe that God can help
you. Remember the words: Jesus, I
Trust in You. Godparents should be
close in relationship with the parents
as well. They act as a supporting parent and makes certain that the child is
living a Christian life in union with the
Church.
The overwhelming gesture given to
accept the gift to be a godparent is an
experience for pride. The basic and
essential fact to being a godparent remains an open truth: no child of Christian and Catholic faith should be lost,
even if the biological parent is no more
or not able to fulfill their commitment,
Holy Mother the Church encourages
her followers to step in and be the
spiritual and mundane life-godparent
of the growing youngster.
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Realising A Dream
On Martin Luther King
Jr. Day, today it is important to celebrate
his memory, to pay
heed to the rich legacy he has bequeathed
to us and to see how
best we can realise
his dream in our world
today!

world is more dangerous than sincere
ignorance and conscientious stupidity." Ultimately, “we must come to see
that the end we seek is a society at
peace with itself, a society that can
live with its conscience."

Non-violence was the strategy, which
King adopted; he always acknowledged the inspirational role of Mahatma Gandhi in his life. In 1964, when
he accepted the Nobel Peace Prize
he said, “non-violence is the answer
to the crucial political and moral questions of our time; the need for man to
overcome oppression
and violence without
resorting to oppression
and violence. Man must
evolve for all human
conflict a method, which
rejects revenge, aggression and retaliation. The
by fr. cedric Prakash foundation of such a
sj method is love.”

‘MLK’ as he was fondly
known, was a true champion
of civil rights. He was unable
to accept the injustices that
were heaped on his fellow
blacks. He was convinced
that,”injustice anywhere is
a threat to justice everywhere." He left no stone
unturned to be visible and
vocal in his quest for a more just and
equitable society. He emphatically
stated that “our lives begin to end the
day we become SILENT about things
that matter”. He reminded those who
were afraid to take a stand that, "in the
end, we will remember not the words
of our enemies, but the silence of our
friends."
MLK was never afraid of the ‘powers’
and ‘vested’ interests that controlled
the destinies of his people. His was
a prophetic and selfless leadership;
it also put him at great risk; for him,
"the ultimate measure of a man is not
where he stands in moments of comfort and convenience, but where he
stands at times of challenge and controversy;” and further, "there comes
a time when one must take a position that is neither safe nor politic nor
popular, but he must take it because
his conscience tells him it is right." He
did not spare those who were unable
to deal with the truth, “nothing in the
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There is no denying that MLK was
deep in his Christian faith and in the
values enshrined in the Gospel. “Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only
light can do that. Hate cannot drive
out hate; only love can do that. Faith
is taking the first step even when you
do not see the whole staircase."
He desired a society in which people
were able to trust one another, "People fail to get along because they fear
each other; they fear each other because they don't know each other;
they don't know each other because
they have not communicated with
each other." He also wished for a society, which is founded on mercy, "we
must develop and maintain the capacity to forgive. He who is devoid of
the power to forgive is devoid of the
power to love. There is some good in
the worst of us and some evil in the
best of us. When we discover this, we
are less prone to hate our enemies."
A society in which we can truly be of
service to one another, "everybody

can be great ... because anybody can
serve. You do not have to have a college degree to serve. You do not have
to make your subject and verb agree
to serve. You only need a heart full of
grace. A soul generated by love."
Martin Luther King had a dream,
which he shared with all, “I have a
dream that one day this nation will rise
up and live out the true meaning of its
creed. I have a dream a state sweltering with the heat of injustice sweltering with the heat of oppression will be
transformed into an oasis of freedom
and justice.
I have a dream that my four little
children will one day live in a nation
where they will not be judged by the
colour of their skin but by the content
of their character; that one day little
black boys and black girls will be able
to join hands with little white boys and
white girls as sisters and brothers. I
have a dream today
I have a dream that one day every
valley shall be exalted every hill and
mountain shall be made low, the
rough places will be made plain and
the crooked places will be made
straight and the glory of the Lord shall
be revealed and all flesh shall see it
together.”
In our world today, we experience an
upsurge of xenophobia and jingoism;
of racism and casteism; of discrimination and divisiveness; of hate and violence. In several countries today, we
have rulers who have institutionalised
and mainstreamed attitudes and practices that go against cherished human
values and even the most basic of civil
behaviour.
MLK challenges every one of us today to have the courage to realise his
dream and for what he epitomised in
his lifetime!

* (Fr Cedric Prakash sj is a human rights activist.
He is currently based in Lebanon, engaged with
the Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) in the Middle
East on advocacy and communications.
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Home Remedy
For Tired Eyes

One of the simplest home remedies
for tired eyes would be to place
two spoons in the freezer. Take
them out when they are cold and
place them under the eyes to reduce puffiness. Do not freeze the
spoons.
Another effective method would be
to dip cotton balls in tea water.
Place the cotton on the eyelids
and leave it there for sometime.
Take a cucumber and cut it into slices. Place the sliced cucumber on
your eyelids, to get relief from the
puffiness.
An effective option would be to
wash the eyes regularly with cold
water. This would help the eyes
relax and also remove any kind of
tiredness.
In a small bowl of cold milk, dip a
cotton ball and place it over the
eyelids. This would remove all the
puffiness.
In a bowl of water, add a few drops
of lavender oil. Soak a cotton ball
in this and place it over the eyelids.

People Can Be Creative Like This
I went to *Genesis* hotel
through *Exodus* road. On the
way, I saw *Leviticus* recording the *Numbers* of people at
*Deuteronomy*, while *Joshua* was waiting at the Beautiful gate for *Judges* to see
*Ruth* calling loudly *"Samuel*, *Samuel*. At a stage, the
*first and second Kings* of
*Chronicles 1 & 2,* were coming to visit *Ezra*, *Nehemiah*
and *Esther* for the misfortune
of *Job* their brother. They
started singing *Psalms* and
teaching children *Proverbs*
concerning
*Ecclesiastes*
and *Songs of Solomon*. This
coincided with the period that
*Isaiah* was engaged in *Jeremiah's* *Lamentations* together with *Ezekiel and Daniel* their friends. By that time,
*Amos* and *Obadiah* were
not around. Three days later,
*Hosea*, *Joel* and *Jonah*
travelled in the same ship with
*Micah* and *Nahum* to Jerusalem. *Habakkuk* then visited *Zephaniah*
who introduced him to *Hag-

gai* a friend of *Zechariah*
whose cousin is *Malachi*.
Immediately after the tradition, *Mathew, Mark, Luke
and John* got involved in
*Acts* of the *Romans* who
were behaving like the *1st
Corinthians* group because
the *2nd Corinthians* group
were always at loggerheads
with the *Galatians*. At that
time too, they realized that the
*Ephesians* and *Philippians* were close to the *Colossians*, and a suggestion
for the *first Thessalonians*
visit was made, and that on
their *second Thessalonians*
visit, they should first of all see
the *first and second of the
Timothy* brothers who had
gone to the house of *Titus* to
teach *Philemon* his younger
brother how to read and write
in *Hebrew*. On hearing this,
*James* asked *Peter* twice
to explain to him how the
*three Johns* have disclosed
to *Jude* the *Revelations*
of this journey.

Soak a cotton ball in a bowl, containing water, and a few drops of
perfume. Keep the soaked cotton
on your eyelids, for a few minutes.
Place a strawberry, kept in the refrigerator for a few minutes, on the
eyelids. This will be beneficial in
treating tired eyes.
Boil 2 cups of water. In it, add a
small amount of boric acid. Once
cooled, use the solution to wash
the eyes for quick relief.
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14-year-old signs 50million-rupee deal for
anti-landmine drone

Ahmedabad: A 14-year-old boy in Gujarat has signed an agreement worth
50 million rupees to explore the possibility of commercial production of a
drone created by him which can help
in detecting and defusing landmines
in war fields.
Harshwardhan Zala, who is studying in Class 10, started work on the
prototype of the landmine-detecting
drone last year after reading in newspapers about high army casualties
due to landmines.

Hundreds join first organized pilgrimage to
Jharkhand’s basilica

Ulhatu: Around 200 people, including priests and nuns, on January 14
attended the first organized but restricted pilgrimage to the only basilica
in Jharkhand, eastern India.
The pilgrimage to the Basilica of
the Divine Motherhood of Our Lady in
Ulhatu was jointed organized by the
priests of Ranchi archdiocese and the
local unit of the Conference of Religious India (CRI).

Quran reading at cathedral sparks debate
on interfaith relations

Glasgow,Scotland : The leader of the
Scottish Anglican church has said he
was deeply distressed at the widespread offence caused by a reading
from the Qur’an at a service to mark
the feast of the Epiphany at St Mary’s
Cathedral in Glasgow.
David Chillingworth, the bishop of
St Andrews, Dunkeld and Dunblane,
and primus of the Scottish Episcopal
Church, said in a statement: “We also
deeply regret the widespread abuse
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which has been received by the cathedral community.” He has launched
a review of interfaith work.
His comments followed a row over
the inclusion in the service of passages from the Qur’an read in Arabic from
the cathedral’s lectern by a local Muslim student. The cathedral said it was
part of efforts to build relationships
between Christians and Muslims in
Glasgow.
The student, Madinah Javed, 19,
read from the book of Maryam, which
tells the story of Jesus’s birth. It includes the Islamic teaching that Jesus was not the son of God. Muslims,
however, revere Jesus as a prophet.
ucanews.

Global Church meet
pledges for unity
among Christians

Damoh: Church leaders from 30 countries, including India, have pledged to
break the walls of differences between
denominations and nationalities to
work together to spread the “kingdom
values.”
The decision came on January 15
at the end of a four-day global gathering at the ancient central Indian town
of Damoh, Madhya Pradesh state.
More than 3600 delegates including 260 from abroad, attended the
ecumenical gathering that began on
January 12 evening with a plenary
session held in a beautifully decorated specially erected tent with a large
banner as the backdrop depicting the
theme, “God Breaks Down Walls to
Build Bridges – for a brighter future of
the world focused on the teaching of
Jesus Christ.”

Bishop Thomas K
Oommen elected CSI
moderator

Kottayam, Kerala: Bishop Thomas K
Oommen was elected as the Mod-

erator of the Church of South India
(CSI) on Saturday 14th January 2017.
He was elected on the first day of the
35th Synod of the CSI being held at
the CSI retreat centre.
The Bishop Council of the CSI
which was held prior to the elections had recommended the name of
Thomas K Oommen for the supreme
post of the church. He will assume
office of the Moderator at a function
here on Tuesday 17th January.

If you're tempted to
gossip, 'bite your
tongue,' Pope Francis
says

Vatican City, : Pope Francis traveled
to a parish on the outskirts of Rome
where he visited a priest suffering from
a severe form of ALS and celebrated
Mass, warning parishioners, as he often does, of the harm gossiping does
to a community.
When we read the Gospels, we see
that “we have a lot of sins,” including
betrayal and jealousy, “but there is
one I don’t find: they weren’t gossipers, they didn’t talk bad about others,
they didn’t speak badly about each
other. No,” the Pope said Jan. 15.
“In this, they were good. They didn’t
pluck at each other,” he said, lamenting how often the sin of gossip, “to
remove the skin from one another,
to talk behind their backs, to believe
yourself better than others while talking badly in secret,” is present in parish communities.
However, “in the Gospel they didn’t do
this,” he said, adding that if they want
to have a “perfect parish” it doesn’t
mean not sinning, but rather eliminating the sin of gossip.
He then invited parishioners to make
a commitment to hold their tongues
whenever they feel tempted to gossip,
because “a parish where there is no
gossip is a perfect parish. It’s parish
of sinners, yes, but of witnesses, and
this is the witness given by the first
Christians.”
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GUJARAT
Intolerance On Rise

O

According to a dalit social worker, in
most cases the local police does not
register the complaint from
the victim “The police is
worse than the crimal! “says
the social worker. Often the
cow protector criminal considers a living human being
(a dalit) of less important
than a cow! This is Modi’s
Gujarat now!! A police raj...
The BJP calls ‘Gujarat’,
by Ignatius Dabhi “Progressive Every third
The BJP - ruled Gujarat is
Sr. Journalist
day we have full-page adfast becoming intolerant
vertisements, glorifying the
in many ways. Minorities BJP
rule
in
the state....
Muslims and Christians - are the easy
No
Muslim,
Christian or Dalit- even by
targets for the fearless cronies of the
mistake!
-gets
selected (or even electruling BJP. The ghastly incident at Una
ed!)
for
any
lucrative
or glamorous
village in Gujarat was flashed all over
post.
If
one
of
the
marginalized
has to
the world. The BBC men came to Una
be
appointed,
the
so
called
high
caste
and sent a detailed report. The NBC
‘men
act
as
if
they
were
doing
a big
of America too covered the entire inefavour!
ident.
This is Modi’s home state Gujarat! No dalit can take out a marriage - proThe BJP and RSS dandis are ‘proud’ cession in many villages. “How can a
of their ‘excellent’ achievement. Guja- dalit come out in an open village with
rat is fast becoming intolerent. Here a D.J and music band?” says the village chief? - a high-caste man! People
are the factual deta:
of valmiki samaj have no right to live
happily in Gandhi’s Gujarat....
Districts
No.of Incidents
n that black July 11th, 2016
five youngsters - all Dalit were
mercilessly beaten
up by “you rakshaks”- all
of (so called) ‘high castes
in an open market, in the
presence of the police....
The speechless spectators witnessed the devilish
scene in Great Gandhi’s
Gujarat.

BanasKantha
Junagadh
Surendranagar
Ahmedabad

1,133
830
756
693

This is our democracy.

Subscriptions for
Renewal as well as New, can be
sent through Bank Fund Transfer to any
one of the following banks:
Bank: HDFC Bank
Branch : CST - Mumbai VT
Account Name: The Secular Citizen
Account No. 03552000006744
ISFC code: HDFC0000355
or
Bank: Citizen Credit Co-op Bank Ltd.,
Branch : Colaba, Mumbai
Account Name: The Secular Citizen
Account No. 000000000100489
ISFC code: CCBL0209003
Please inform us through email:
secular@vsnl.com or through phone:
22693578
after transferring the

The Secular Citizen

Mail your articles, news, and
other creations to:
secular@sezariworld.com
&
secular@vsnl.com

The Secular Citizen subscribers are
requested to provide us their Email
ID and Mobile no. for communication. send it to secular@vsnl.com
or sms to 9820473103. Remember
to mention your name and subscription no.

Thanksgiving

Thanks to Infant Jesus, Holy Spirit, St. Gabriel & St.
Jude for favours granted.
—Mrs. M. D'Souza,
Borivali (W), Mumbai
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Inspiration!

Don’t let your emotional
baggage define you...
The term ‘emotional baggage’ is used to refer to the unresolved emotional pain
that a few people have been carrying in their unconscious mind. These are the
feelings you have about your past and the things that have happened to you,
which often have a negative effect on your behaviour and attitudes. However,
you must know to combat this unwanted baggage and let it go

W

e often refer to our
thoughts
as
our
“ m a s ters”. What we mostly
think about is what
owns us- if we constantly concentrate on
the negative sides of
our lives, how would
we be able to find the
strength to become
stronger
versions
of ourselves? If our
minds are clogged by
negativity, we won’t be
able to do any good in
our life. But if we make
the effort to choose
the positive thoughts
over the negative ones, we would be
a step closer to unleashing our full potential. This is only one of the reasons
why letting go of our emotional baggage is worth it. Before we move on
to the ideas on how to get rid of the
emotional heaviness, here are some
of the ways it can mess with you
Over-protective: Always bearing
in mind past negative experiences,
you become so protective over your
emotions that you deprive yourself
of sharing them with other people.
This behavior may lead to emotional
“numbness”, and you forgetting when
you lastly felt anything at all.
Projections: When communicating, you tend to treat people badly if
they remind you of a person who had
hurt you in the past.
Indecisiveness: Whenever you
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are facing a choice you have to make,
it takes significant
effort and time
for you to decide
what to choose.
Comparison: You spend
too much time
thinking
how
much better your
life had been before, or how much
worse it is than
someone else’s.’
How to get
rid of the emotional baggage? :
Ditching the emotional heaviness
may take some
of your time because it is not a one
time thing but a really long process.
You have to be willing to work on
changing your mindset, the way you
look at things. If you are persistent
enough and believe in yourself, you
will witness how the world around you
changes slowly, but surely.
Create some effective rituals:
What could really help if you are trying to let go of the emotional heaviness is writing your feelings down on
a sheet of paper and burning it or just
throwing it away. Just like you want
to throw the excess baggage away.
Another helpful ritual is a breathing
exercise- breathing in only positive
things and breathing out all the negative ones. You can come up with your
own personal ritual. Choose whatever
helps you best.

Learn the lessons: When recalling past experiences, think about what
you can draw from them. There is a
lesson behind almost every bad experience, you just have to look more
carefully to find it and understand it.
That is a way using your past can improve your life.
Take some time-out: You can
hardly predict when the emotional
heaviness will take over your mind.
But what you can do in order to decrease the pressure when that happens is to simply take a time out. Don’t
judge yourself for feeling that way.
Try becoming aware of the origins of
these emotions: what made you feel
like that? Is it of that big of a significance? How can you not let that happen again? How can you resolve the
issue that has been bugging you? Ask
yourself these questions, but don’t
pressure yourself with unnecessary
judging the way you feel.
Don’t subdue your emotions:
Depriving yourself from letting your
feelings out can only make matters
worse in the long run. Don’t act like
you can just stop feeling anything. Let
it out and let it go.
Be patient: Don’t pressure yourself. Change takes time. One of the
things that matter the most is your effort. If you feel like it’s too hard to be
done, just keep going. Don’t quit. You
will see that hard work, persistence
and strong will pay off. And remember that thoughts are just… thoughts.
They come and they go, don’t hold on
too tight to them because you’ll miss
the present moment. Which “the now“
is everything we have.
Steps to deal with
emotional baggage
• Write an honest list of the thoughts,
beliefs, and behaviors that weight
you down.
• Reflect on each item and identify
the source of the thought of belief.
• Find at least one positive in each
hurtful experience or situation.
• Practice patience and mindfulness.
• Create affirmations to foster
change and counteract negative
thoughts.
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Important Notice
From January 2017 onwards the
telephone nos. will be printed
only with the consent of members.
For Tel. Nos. Please contact on
022-22693578 / 9820485389
or Email :
royalchristianfamily@gmail.com
6619 MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic Bachelor, (Born in September 1985),
Ht. 5’ 7”, Wt. 82 kgs, Fair Complexion,
Edn. 		 MBA Finance, woking in
MNC. Contact email : josh99.joshva@
gmail.com
6597. M U M B A I : G o a n R o m a n
Catholic Bachelor, (Born in April
1978), Ht. 5’ 4”, Wt. 68 kgs, Wheatish
Complexion,Edn. B.Com., working as
a Customer Support. Contact email :
augustinelobo_78@yahoo.com
6558. KUWAIT : Goan Roman Catholic Divorcee, (Born in January 1982),
Ht. 5’ 7”, Wt. 80 kgs, Tan Complexion,
Edn. Masters Computers in USA, working as a Manager in USA. Seeks a educated homely Goan or Mangalorean
girl working in USA or India. Contact
email : carmelinaf@gmail.com
6553. GERMANY : German Roman
Catholic Bachelor, (Born in August
1980), Ht. 175 cms, Well built, Fair
Complexion, Edn. Normal School
Cheff. Working as a Cheff. Contact
email : evascherrmann@yahoo.de
6552. GERMANY : German Roman
Catholic Divorcee, (Born in October
1952), Ht. 183 cms, Well built, Fair
Complexion, 		
Edn. Mechanic Engineer, having own business.
Contact email : evascherrmann@
yahoo.de
6551. MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic Bachelor, (Born in February 1959),
Ht. 5’ 7” Wt. 60 kgs, Fair Complexion,
Edn. 		 SSC., having own business.
Contact email : pearlfernandes81@
yahoo.in
6549. MUMBAI : Tamilian Roman
Catholic Bachelor, (Born in December
1983), Ht. 5’ 10” Wt. 72 kgs, Tan Com-
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plexion, Edn. MBA (ICFAI), working as
a AVP in Citi Group Chennai. Contact
email : ponsil@rediffmail.com
6547. MUMBAI : Keralite + Mangalorean Roman Catholic Widow, (Born
in July 1959), Ht. 5’ 11”, Wt. 75 kgs,
Wheatish Complexion,Edn. SSC,
working for Dimond Company as a Assorting Diamond. No encumberance,
having own Flat. Seeks a simple and
poor girl. Contact Mob: 9821078194.
6544. MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Bachelor, (Born in June
1986), Ht. 5’ 11”, Wt. 80 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. B.Com., + Diploma,
working on Cruise Ship. Contact email
: roshandsouza412@yahoo.com

(Born in April 1983), Ht. 5’ 8”, Wt. 69
kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn.B.Com.,
Wheatish Complexion, Working with
Disney Cruise line, Well settled. Contact email :joseph_almeida15@yahoo.in 6531. POONA : Tamilian
RC Bachelor, (Born in May 1975), Ht.
6’, Fair Complexion, Handsome, Edn.
M.Com., 		
Having well
established business. Contact email
: tony137@rediffmail.com
6526. DOHA QATAR : Mangalorean
RC Divorcee, (Born in September
1982), Ht. 5’ 10”, Wt. 75 kgs, Wheatish
Complexion, Edn. MBA, PGDM,
having decent job. Contact email :
secondsairik2016@gmail.com

6541. MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic, (Born in January 1969),
Ht. 5’ 10“, Wt. 80 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn. SSC, having own business. Contact email : allwynsequeira@
gmail.com
6540. MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Bachelor, (Born in
July 1980), Ht. 160 cms, Wt. 59 kgs,
Wheatish Complexion, Edn. MBA
Finance, working as a Asst. Manager
in Bank. Contact email : h.austin.saldanha@gmail.com
6539. MUMBAI : Mangalorean RC
Bachelor, (Born in February1982), Ht.
5’ 8”, Wt. 65 kgs, Fair Complexion,
Edn. B.Sc., MBA., working for Bank
in Dubai. Seeks a Mangalorean educated, homely girl. Ready to settled
in
Dubai. Contact email : roshandsouza5in@gmail.com
6534. MANGALORE : Mangalorean
RC Bachelor, (Born in March 1980),
Ht. 5’ 8”, Wt. 69 kgs, Handsome, Fair
Complexion, Edn. B.A., Having own
business and accommodation. Contact email : proposal564@gmail.com

6521. MUMBAI : Goan RC Bachelor,
(Born in December 1976), Ht.6’, Fair,
Handsome, Edn. B.Sc., MBA (HR) full
time, working as Manager in MNC.
Well settled. Seeks alliance with Goan
RC Spinster. Contact email : 		
alliancedec2@gmail.com.
6515. MUMBAI : East Indian RC
Bachelor, (Born in June 1989), Ht. 5’
7”, Wt. 64 kgs, Wheatish Compexion,
Edn. P.G.D.B.M., working as a H.R.
Contact email :leo.rglobus@gmail.
com
6510. MUMBAI : Mangalorean RC
Divorcee, (Born in February 1981), Ht.
5’ 10”, Wt. 80 kgs, Fair Complexion,
Edn. Masters in Computer, working
as a Sr. Tech. Anyl in Bank. Contact
email : melwyngdsouza@gmail.com

6533. MUMBAI : Goan RC Bachelor,

Members are requested to inform us when they are settled, so
that publication of their details
can be discontinued.

Address your replies to :

Regd. No.
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99, Perin Nariman Street, 1st
Floor, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001.
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2269 3578 or 2265 4924
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6640. MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic Spinster, (Born in December 1980),
Ht. 5’ 4”, Wt. 85 kgs, Fair Complexion,
Edn. M.B.A-HR, B.Com., 1st class,
working as an Asst. to Vice President.
Contact email : rodrigues2631@gmail.
com
6392. MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman
Catholic Spinster, (Born in May 1989),
Ht. 5’ 3”, Wt. 54 kgs, Fair Complexion,
Edn. MBA in Pharma Management,
working as a Senior Process Associate at TCS. Seeks a well educated and
well settled bachelor. Contact email :
zenalobo89@yahoo.co.in
6402. MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic Spinster, (Born in Auguts 1978), Ht.
5’2”, Wt. 60 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn. Post Graduate working as a
Support Analyist in Airlines. Contact
email : erminda3561@gmail.com
6448. MUMBAI : Mangalorean
Roman Catholic Spinster, (Born in
October 1985), Ht. 5’ 4”, Wt. 65 kgs,
Wheatish Complexion, beautiful,
Edn. B.Com., working as an Asst. HR
Officer. Contact email : genesalis@
yahoo.com
6591. MUMBAI : Maharashtrian
Roman Catholic Spinster, (Born in
October 1988), 5’ 4”, Wt. 58 kgs,
Wheatish Complexion, Edn. Master
of Management Study, working as
an Asst. Professor. Contact email :
geo8747@gmail.com
6565. MUMBAI : Mumbai broughtup
Keralite Anglo Indian Spinster, (Born in
May 1988), Ht. 5’ Wt. 48 kgs, Wheatish
Complexion, Edn. B.Com., working as
a Computer Operator. Contact email :
elenarosedcosta@gmail.com
6563. MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholi Spinster, (Born in August 1990), Ht. 5’ 5”, Wt. 60 kgs, Fair
Complexion, Edn. MBA Marketing,
working as an Analyist, Contact email
: noreen13nov@gmail.com

Royal Christian Family
Helps In Choosing
The Right Life-Partner

Serving Since 36 Years
23 January 2017

6560. MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Spinster, (Born in December 1986), Ht. 5’ 3”, Wt. 79 kgs,
Fair Complexion, Edn. B.Com., MBA
in HR, working in a Reputed MNC in
Mumbai. Contact email : jfran1302@
gmail.com
6557. BANGALORE : Mangalorean
Roman Catholic Spinster, (Born in August 1989), Ht. 5’ 1”, Fair Complexion,
Edn. B.E. , M.S. in California, working
in California, Seeks a Post graduate working in U.S. below 31 years.
Contact email : jwanita@gmail.com
OR helen_monis@rediffmail.com
6554. MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic Spinster, (Born in May 1987), Ht.
5’ 4”, Wt. 75 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn. MBA (HR), Contact email :
joaquimropose82@gmail.com
6550. PUNE : Mangalorean Roman
Catholic Spinster, (Born in November
1989), Ht. 5’ 5”, Wt. 85 kgs, Wheatish
Complexion, Edn. MBA in Human
Resources, working as a HR. Contact
email : mdsouza22@hotmail.com
6548. MUMBAI : Tamilian Roman
Catholic Spinster,(Born in December
1986), Ht. 5’ 5”, Wt. 66 kgs, Wheatish
Complexion, Edn. PGDBM NMIMS,
working as a Manager. Contact email
: prabha.nadar@hotmail.com
6545. MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman
Catholic Spinster, (Born in October
1989), Ht. 5’ 8”, Wt. 65 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. MBA Finance, working
as a Financial analysist. Contact email
: elveera.26@gmail.com
6543. MUMBAI : Maharashtrian
Protestant Spinster, (Born in August
1977, looks much younger to her
age, Ht. 5’, Wt. 50 kgs, Fair Complex-

R.C. Parents (Father Goan-Mother East Indian) of
daughter 24 years, B.Com.,
5’ 4”, presently studying in
Canada. Seek alliance from
suitable boy who is Humble
and having good family
background. Caste no bar.
Contact - 98202-31920
ion, Edn. T.Y. B.Com., working as an
Account Assistant. Contact email :
sonali_waghchoure@yahoo.com
6542. Australia : Mangalorean
Roman Catholic Spinster, (Born in
September 1988), Ht. 159 cms, Wt.
57 kgs, Fair, good looking, Edn. Masters in Biotechnology from University
of Queensland, Australia, working
as Scientist (Research) in Australia,
Seeks qualified and godfearing boy
settled in Australia, US and Canada.
Contact email : patsynazareth123@
gmail.com
6538. MUMBAI : God fearing Mangalorean RC Spinster, (Born in January
1980), 5’ 6”, from good family working
for a MNC seeks groom. Reply with
recent photo to innlo@hotmail.com
6536. MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Spinster, (Born in April
1991), Ht. 168cms, Wt. 64 kgs, Beautiful, Fair Complexion, Edn. Master
in Dental, studing PG in Doctorate,
Dactor by profession. Contact email
: kcmcsm@gmail.com

Address your replies to :
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BRIDES Registered at Royal Christian Family are requested to to check these
Regd. Nos. if they are matching to your requirements. Check their details in your list.
Mail us your selected nos. to royalchristianfamily@gmail.com
We will approach them on your behalf.

6244;
6255;
6262;
6271;
6281;
6287;
6296;
6303;
6308;
6314;
6320;
6330;
6338;
6343;
6351;
6364;
6369;
6378;
6387;
6394;
6405;
6414;
6425;

6245;
6256;
6263;
6272;
6282;
6288;
6297;
6304;
6309;
6315;
6323;
6331;
6339;
6345;
6355;
6365;
6371;
6379;
6388;
6397;
6406;
6417;
6426;

6246;
6257;
6266;
6273;
6284;
6291;
6299;
6305;
6311;
6316;
6325;
6333;
6340;
6346;
6356;
6366;
6374;
6381;
6389;
6400;
6408;
6420;
6427;

6249;
6258;
6268;
6275;
6285;
6293;
6300;
6306;
6312;
6317;
6326;
6335;
6341;
6348;
6360;
6367;
6375;
6382;
6390;
6402;
6409;
6421;
6428;

6252;
6261;
6269;
6280;
6286;
6295;
6302;
6307;
6313;
6318;
6329;
6337;
6342;
6350;
6361;
6368;
6377;
6383;
6392;
6403;
6410;
6423;
6431;

6432; 6433; 6437; 6438;
6440; 6441; 6442; 6443;
6445; 6447; 6448; 6451;
6453; 6456; 6457; 6459;
6461; 6462; 6464; 6468;
6470; 6473; 6474; 6475;
6479; 6481; 6482; 6484;
6492; 6495; 6496; 6498;
6500; 6501; 6502; 6504;
6506; 6509; 6511; 6513;
6516; 6517; 6518; 6520;
6524; 6525; 6527; 6528;
6530; 6532; 6535; 6536;
6542; 6543; 6545; 6548;
6554; 6556; 6557; 6560;
6565; 6566; 6568; 6569;
6574; 6577; 6578; 6580;
6591; 6592; 6593 ; 6595;
6599; 6600; 6601; 6602;
6604; 6606; 6607; 6608;
6611; 6614; 6615; 6617;
6628; 6631; 6632; 6633;
6638; 6639.

6439;
6444;
6452;
6460;
6469;
6478;
6488;
6499;
6505;
6514;
6522;
6529;
6538;
6550;
6563;
6570;
6582;
6596;
6603;
6609;
6620;
6635;

Novena to the
Sacred Heart of Jesus
Almighty arms of Jesus, before you I come with all
my faith begging you for comfort in all my difficulties. Do not forsake me, Good Jesus.
Open your doors in my way that your Almighty Arms
will open and close as you design to give me that
tranquility that I so desire (make your petitions for
three difficulties).
Oh my Jesus, receive that supplication from a
wounded heart that is always fighting for me, with
your divine power, never let me scramble for want of help. Almighty Jesus
assist me to find a shelter in your celestial country ever Amen.
Kindly note: This prayer start on Friday and must continue for 15 days.
Make 4 copies and give away. Each day light a candle while praying and
then put it out. Only one candle to be used for 15 days. Thank you my
Lord for helping me in all my difficulties and special favours granted.
		
–Lucas D'Mello
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GROOMS

Registered at

Royal Christian Family

are requested to to check these Regd.
Nos. if they are matching to your requirements. Check their details in your
list. Mail us your selected nos. to royalchristianfamily@gmail.com
We will approach them on your behalf.

6085; 6091; 6095; 6099; 6103;
6105; 6113; 6116; 6120 ; 6126;
6128; 6135; 6138; 6141; 6151;
6152 ; 6153; 6154; 6163 ; 6167;
6168; 6172; 6178; 6183; 6186;
6187; 6191; 6198; 6205; 6210;
6211; 6213; 6214; 6215; 6218;
6219; 6220; 6222; 6228; 6229
;6231;6236; 6250; 6251; 6253;
6254; 6260; 6264; 6270; 6274;
6276; 6278; 6283; 6289; 6290;
6292; 6294; 6298; 6301; 6310;
6319; 6321; 6322; 6328; 6334;
6336; 6344; 6347; 6352; 6353;
6354; 6357; 635; 6359; 6363;
6370; 6372; 6373; 6376; 6380;
6384; 6385; 6393; 6396; 6398;
6399; 6401; 6404; 6407; 6411;
6412; 6415; 6416; 6418; 6419;
6424; 6429; 6434; 6435; 6436;
6446; 6449; 6450; 6454; 6455;
6463; 6465; 6466; 6467; 6471;
6472; 6476; 6477; 6480; 6485;
6486; 6487; 6489; 6490; 6491;
6493; 6503; 6507; 6508; 6510;
6515; 6521; 6523; 6526; 6531;
6533; 6534; 6539; 6540; 6541;
6544; 6546; 6547; 6551; 6552;
6553; 6555; 6558; 6559; 6561;
6562; 6564; 6567; 6571; 6572;
6573; 6575; 6576; 6579; 6581;
6583; 6584; 6585; 6586; 6587;
6588; 6589; 6590; 6594; 6597;
6596; 6598; 6598; 6605; 6610;
6612; 6613; 6616; 6618; 6619;
6621; 6622; 6623; 6624; 6625;
6626; 6627; 6629; 6630; 6634;
6636; 6637;
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Mhataro Chorbela Drama Group Mumbai
Proudly announce

4 shows of their Super Hit Konkani Comedy Play

MHATARO CHORBELA

Written by :
Francis Fernandes
Cascia

AjtÀ:oÚur Öjæu~?o

Directed by :
Joy Paladka

Starring : *Joy Paladka *Betty Naz - Bandra *Julie Vas - Marol,
*Gregory Sequeira - Niddodi *Peter Pais - Basroor,
*Shanti Barboza - Boliye *Flora D'Souza - Kalmady,
*Peter Coutinho - Mundkoor *Roicy Sequeira - Vakola
and
Comedy King : Francis Fernandes Cascia
77th Show: on Thursday 2nd February, 2017 at 9 pm
at St. Lawrence Rang Mandir, Nr. Chruch, Honnavar
78th Show: on Friday 3rd February, 2017, at 6.30 p.m.
at St. Paul Church Open Ground, Bolkunje, Mangalore.
79th Show: on Saturday 4th February, 2017, at 6.30 p.m.
at Milagres College Compound, Kallianpur (Udupi)
80th Show: on Sunday 5th February, 2017 at 6.30 p.m.
at Stella Maris Church Open Ground, Kalmady, (Udupi)
More Information Contact:

Joy Paladka-9004364747 / Francis Fernandes Cascia-9833070396
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Master a new skill
Expand your knowledge - Boost Your Career
Self learning videos created by top class experts in the world
Learn anywhere anytime using your Smartphone. Tablet, Laptop, or PC.
www.limrt.com offers you a large number of courses.
Among the available courses include:
We now live in an age
where every tool we need
is laid out before us. The
only thing that's necessary is for someone else
to reveal that information
to us.
Everyday many people
complain about not having the skills they need
to go after their dreams.
Besides the technically
advanced careers, there's
a variety of other career
choices you can choose
from. Life is about learning
new things and expanding
your pool of knowledge.

l How to write music notes
l Learn Party Dance
l Learn to Play Guitar
l Learn the Art of Fruit Carving
l Paper Jewellery
l Learn How to Draw
l Learn How to Crochet
l Bindi-Kajal Making Art

l Discover Your Talent, Passion & Potential
l How to Groom Yourself
l Inspiration from Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
l Cultivating Positive Attitude
l Public Speaking Course
l How to Remember
l Be a Good Administrator
l Effective Time Management

l How to Choose Your Career
l Travel and Tourism
l Catering and Hotel Management
l Cake Making Art
l Tailoring Course
l Paper Quilling Art
l Chartered Account
l Bridal Makeup
l Candel Making Art
l Learn Konkani Basics
l Learn Hindi Easy Way
l Learn Sanskrit
l Learn Aramaic & Hebrew
l Course on Trigonometry
l Learn Mathematics
l Learn Algebra
l Nursing Training
l How to Run Tally
l Learn Microsoft Office
l Learn PHP Mysql

l How to Grow Business
l Art of Creating Wealth
l Wealth Management
l How to write a Business Plan
l Customer Service Course
l The Secrets of Motivating Your Staff
l Negotiation Skills
l How to Maintain Quality Standard
l Building a Sustainable Business
l How to Handle Conflicts & Disputes
l Getting Out of Debt
l How to Handle Business Disputes
l How to Find Investors
l Business Coaching
l Amazing Science Experiments
l Amazing Machines
l Basic Electronics
l How to Make Water Level Indicator
l How to Drive a Car
l Be a Proud Indian

And many more - New courses are continuesly added

Get FREE Access to the Courses

Want to Share/Teach the world your talent/knowledge by creating a course?
Contact:Mob.: 9820485389. Email: info@limrt.com

Website: www.limrt.com

Subscribe The Secular Citizen for five years Rs. 1000 and get
access to any five courses of your choice. Applicable only to
new subscribers and those who renew their subscription for a minimum period of five years. (November 2016 onwards.)

Email: info@limrt.com Mobile: 09820485389

Office address: 99, Perin Nariman Street, 1st Floor, Fort, Mumbai 400001, India
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